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Ice sheet sliding

Methods

Future work and 
Collaboration Ideas

● NN selection
● PINNs to incorporate physical 

bounds on drag
● Incorporating the NN into the 

inversion for basal properties
● Many other glaciological ML 

problems: e.g., PINN-based 
rheological inversion

Ice sheets…

…are thick 
accumulations of ice…

…that flow 
viscously under 

gravity…

….and slide over 
the bedrock or 
sediment 
beneath.

Form drag is generated by ice 
deformation around obstacles 

Skin friction is generated 
at the ice-bed interface
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Current ice-sheet models use sliding 
‘laws’ to describe this drag

→ they lump all sub-grid form drag together ←

force 
balance

mass 
balance

An example ice-sheet model, showing how the drag comes in

Inferred basal shear stress, overlaying the filtered topography (hillshade) for 
Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica (Hoffman et al., 2022).

Colors show the ratio of flow speed at the bed to flow speed 
at the surface of the ice sheet (Arthern et al., 2015).
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We aim to improve upon this 
approach by incorporating sub-grid 
ice-flow physics using ML, trained 
on viscous flow solutions.

—>producing the first ML-based 
sliding law

Viscous ice 
flow solver
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ML algorithm 
trained to 
emulate this 
function

inputs:
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longitudinal 
stress

Sliding controls how fast ice sheets shrink 

Next steps
Delayed due to post doc 
recruitment

Next steps are: 
1.run ensemble of simulations
2.select and test NN 
3.train NN on ensemble output
4.implement ML sliding 
law in ice flow model
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Colors show ice flow speed


